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Runtime Enforcement of Information Flow

Security in Tree Manipulating Processes

(Proofs)

Máté Kovács Helmut Seidl

Abstract

We consider the problem of enforcing information flow policies in Xml

manipulating programs such as Web services and business processes im-

plemented in current workflow languages. We propose a runtime mon-

itor that can enforce the secrecy of freely chosen subtrees of the data

throughout the execution. The key idea is to apply a generalized constant

propagation for computing the public effect of branching constructs whose

conditions may depend on the secret. This allows for a better precision

than runtime monitors which rely on tainting of variables or nodes alone.

We demonstrate our approach for a minimalistic tree manipulating pro-

gramming language and prove its correctness w.r.t. the concrete semantics

of programs.

1 Introduction

This paper contains the proofs of theorems in paper [1]. It is not self-contained,
and it is not meant to be read by itself. The structure is the following: Section
2 repeats the definitions of [1] necessary for the formal discussion. In Section 3
we restate the theorems as they are presented in [1] and proove them formally.
The numbering of figures, definitions and theorems is consistent with that in
[1].

2 Definitions and Formalizations

Definition 1 (Binary trees). The set of binary trees BΣ,{#} over the finite set
of binary alphabet elements Σ and the set of nullary alphabet elements {#} is
defined by the language:

t ::= # | β(t1, t2)

where β ∈ Σ and t1, t2 ∈ BΣ,{#}.
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(tree expressions) e ::= x | # | β(x1,x2) | x/1 | x/2
(boolean expressions) b ::= top(x)=α
(program) p ::= ε | c;p
(commands) c ::= x<-e | if b then p else p | while b do p

Figure 2: A minimal language optimized for tree manipulation

Jtop(x)=αKσ =











t α ∈ Σ and σ(x) = α(t1, t2) for some t1 and t2 or

α = # and σ(x) = #

f otherwise

Jx<-yKσ = σ[x 7→ σ(y)] Jx<-#Kσ = σ[x 7→ #]
Jx<-β(x1,x2)Kσ = σ[x 7→ β(σ(x1), σ(x2))]

Jx<-y/1Kσ =

{

σ[x 7→ t1] if σ(y) = α(t1, t2) for some label α

 otherwise

Jx<-y/2Kσ =

{

σ[x 7→ t2] if σ(y) = α(t1, t2) for some label α

 otherwise

Figure 3: The semantics of assignments and boolean expressions

E: σ =  
〈c, σ〉 →ρ  

A: σ 6=  
〈x<-e, σ〉 →ρ Jx<-eKσ

S:
〈c, σ〉 →∗

ρ σ′

〈c;p, σ〉 →ρ 〈p, σ′〉

WT:
σ 6=  JbKσ = t 〈pt, σ〉 →

∗
ρ σ′

〈while b do pt, σ〉 →ρ 〈while b do pt, σ
′〉

WF:
σ 6=  JbKσ = f

〈while b do pt, σ〉 →ρ σ

IT:
σ 6=  JbKσ = t 〈pt, σ〉 →∗

ρ σ′

〈if b then pt else pf , σ〉 →ρ σ′ IF:
σ 6=  JbKσ = f 〈pf , σ〉 →∗

ρ σ′

〈if b then pt else pf , σ〉 →ρ σ′

Figure 4: The semantics of the programming language
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Definition 2 (Preorder of trees). If t1, t2 ∈ BΣ,{#,�} then t1 ⊑ t2 holds if one
of the following is true:

• t2(ε) = �.

• t2(ε) 6= � and t1(ε) = t2(ε), furthermore, if t1(ε) 6= # then t1/1 ⊑ t2/1
and t1/2 ⊑ t2/2.

Definition 3 (Complete lattice of monitor states). The complete lattice of mon-
itor states is D = (Var → BΣ,{#,�})∪{ ,⊤,⊥}. For any D1, D2 ∈ D the relation
D1 ⊑ D2 holds if one of the following is true:

• D1 = ⊥

• D2 = ⊤

• D1 =  and D2 =  

• If D1, D2 6∈ { ,⊤,⊥} then for all variables x it holds that D1(x) ⊑ D2(x)
according to Definition 2.

Jtop(x)=αKD =















D if D(x)(ε) = α
D[x 7→ α(�,�)] if D(x) = � and α 6= # (1)
D[x 7→ #] if D(x) = � and α = # (2)
⊥ otherwise

J¬top(x)=αKD =

{

D if D(x)(ε) 6= α or D(x) = �

⊥ otherwise

Figure 6: Semantics of boolean expressions on the monitor state

Definition 4. Program p satisfies Termination Insensitive Noninterference rel-
ative to the initial and final public views D and D′ if and only if for all σ1, σ2 ⊑
D it is true that if

• 〈p, σ1〉 →
∗
ρ σ′

1 and

• 〈p, σ2〉 →
∗
ρ σ′

2

then σ′
1 ⊑ D′ and σ′

2 ⊑ D′. In this case we say that D′ is an appropriate final
public view belonging to the program p and the initial public view D.
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MCE:
D ∈ {⊤,⊥, }
〈c,D〉 →µ D

MA:
D 6∈ {⊤,⊥, }

〈x<-e,D〉 →µ Jx<-eKD
MS:

〈c,D〉 →∗
µ D′

〈c;p,D〉 →µ 〈p,D′〉

MI:

〈pt, JbKD〉 →∗
µ D1

〈pf , J¬bKD〉 →∗
µ D2

D 6∈ {⊤,⊥, } D′ = D1 ⊔D2

〈if b then pt else pf , D〉 →µ D′ MWF:

D 6∈ {⊤,⊥, }
JbKD = ⊥

〈while(n) b do pt, D〉 →µ D

MWT:
D 6∈ {⊤,⊥, } J¬bKD = ⊥ n > 0 〈pt, JbKD〉 →∗

µ D′

〈while(n) b do pt, D〉 →µ 〈while(n− 1) b do pt, D
′〉

MWH:

(J¬bKD 6= ⊥ ∧ JbKD 6= ⊥) ∨ n ≤ 0
D 6∈ {⊤,⊥, } 〈pt, JbKD〉 →∗

µ D1 D′ = D1 ⊔D D′ 6⊑ D

〈while(n) b do pt, D〉 →µ 〈while(n− 1) b do pt, D
′〉

MWX:

(JbKD 6= ⊥ ∧ JbKD 6= ⊥) ∨ n ≤ 0
D 6∈ {⊤,⊥, } 〈pt, JbKD〉 →∗

µ D1 D′ = D1 ⊔D D′ ⊑ D

〈while(n) b do pt, D〉 →µ D

Figure 7: Generalized constant propagation

Jx<-yKD = D[x 7→ D(y)]
Jx<-#KD = D[x 7→ #]

Jx<-β(x1,x2)KD = D[x 7→ β(D(x1), D(x2))]

Jx<-y/1KD =











D[x 7→ t1] if D(y) = α(t1, t2) for some label α

⊤ if D(y) = �

 otherwise

Jx<-y/2KD =











D[x 7→ t2] if D(y) = α(t1, t2) for some label α

⊤ if D(y) = �

 otherwise

Figure 8: The semantics of tree expressions on the monitor state
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CCE:
D ∈ { ,⊤} 〈c, σ〉 →∗

ρ σ′

〈c, n, (σ,D)〉 →γ (σ′, D)
CA:

D 6∈ { ,⊤}
〈x<-e, n, (σ,D)〉 →γ (Jx<-eKσ, Jx<-eKD)

CS:
〈c, n, (σ,D)〉 →∗

γ (σ′, D′)

〈c;p, n, (σ,D)〉 →γ 〈p, n, (σ′, D′)〉

CWT:
D 6∈ { ,⊤} J¬bKD = ⊥ 〈pt, n, (σ,D)〉 →∗

γ (σ′, D′)

〈while b do pt, n, (σ,D)〉 →γ 〈while b do pt, n, (σ
′, D′)〉

CWF:
D 6∈ { ,⊤} JbKD = ⊥

〈while b do pt, n, (σ,D)〉 →γ (σ,D)

CWH:

D 6∈ { ,⊤} JbKD 6= ⊥ J¬bKD 6= ⊥
〈while b do pt, σ〉 →

∗
ρ σ′ 〈(while b do pt)(n), D〉 →∗

µ D′

〈while b do pt, n, (σ,D)〉 →γ (σ′, D′)

CIT:
D 6∈ { ,⊤} J¬bKD = ⊥ 〈pt, n, (σ,D)〉 →∗

γ (σ′, D′)

〈if b then pt else pf , n, (σ,D)〉 →γ (σ′, D′)

CIF:
D 6∈ { ,⊤} JbKD = ⊥ 〈pf , n, (σ,D)〉 →∗

γ (σ′, D′)

〈if b then pt else pf , n, (σ,D)〉 →γ (σ′, D′)

CIH:

D 6∈ { ,⊤} JbKD 6= ⊥ J¬bKD 6= ⊥
〈if b then pt else pf , σ〉 →

∗
ρ σ′ 〈(if b then pt else pf), σ,D〉 →∗

µ D′

〈if b then pt else pf , n, (σ,D)〉 →γ (σ′, D′)

Figure 9: The monitored semantics
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3 Theorems and Proofs

The rules of the monitored semantics are shown in Figure 9. In the following
theorems and proofs we frequently refer to the real semantics shown in Figure
4 and to the rules of the generalized constant propagation in Figure 7 as well.
In the rest Σ2 stands for the set of binary alphabet elements and Σ0 for the
nullary elements.

Theorem 1. If there is σ′ so that 〈p, σ〉 →∗
ρ σ′ and σ ⊑ D, then there is a D′

so that 〈p, n, (σ,D)〉 →∗
γ (σ′, D′).

Proof. The idea behind the proof is the following: If there is no branching con-
struct executed having condition depending on the secret along the monitored
execution, then the state transitions are carried out simultaneously on the real
state and on the monitor state. In the case of a branching constructs having
secret-dependent condition the public effect is computed by the algorithm in
Figure 7. The only rule, which could be applied an unbounded number of times
is MWH, but because the lattice of Definition 3 has the ascending chain con-
dition, the fixed point computation terminates. For the detailed proof please
refer to Theorem 4.

Theorem 2. If there are two initial states σ1 and σ2 so that σ1, σ2 ⊑ D, then
if

• 〈p, n, (σ1, D)〉 →∗
γ (σ′

1, D
′
1) and

• 〈p, n, (σ2, D)〉 →∗
γ (σ′

2, D
′
2)

then D′
1 = D′

2 = D′ and σ′
1 ⊑ D′ and σ′

2 ⊑ D′.

Proof. The result follows from Theorem 3 and Lemma 6.

Lemma 1. If D1 ⊑ D2 so that D1, D2 6∈ { ,⊤,⊥}, then for each assignment
x<-e it holds that Jx<-eKD1 ⊑ Jx<-eKD2. In particular, if the values stored
in D1 do not contain the label �, then it can be considered a state of the real
execution denoted by σ1. In this case Jx<-eKσ1 ⊑ Jx<-eKD2 holds too.

Proof. Since there are finitely many tree expressions, we prove the statement
for each in a different case.

x<-y It follows from Definition 3 that D1(y) ⊑ D2(y). Similarly, we know that
for all variables z it holds that D1(z) ⊑ D2(z). Putting all together,
D1[x 7→ D1(y)] ⊑ D2[x 7→ D2(y)].

x<-# Trivial.

x<-β(x1,x2) We know that D1(x1) ⊑ D2(x1) and D1(x2) ⊑ D2(x2). From Definition
2 and the fact that for all other variables the statement holds the result
follows.

x<-y/1 Regarding the value of D2(y)(ε) we have the following possibilities:

� In this case Jx<-y/1KD2 = ⊤. Because for any state D it holds that
D ⊑ ⊤ the statement is proved.
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# In this case because of our assumption, D1(y)(ε) = # and the result of
the semantics on both, D1 and D2 is  . Because  ⊑  the statement
holds.

β ∈ Σ2 Because of our assumption we know that in this case D1(y)(ε) = β
too. Because β is a binary alphabet element, there exists a subtree on
the left hand side. It follows that the result of the semantics on both
of the states cannot be  . Furthermore, because of our assumption
and Definition 2 we know that the relation ⊑ holds on these subtrees
too. Furthermore, because no other values of any variables have been
modified, the statement holds.

x<-y/2 It can be shown similarly to the previous case.

Lemma 2. Both of the following holds:

1 J¬bKD = ⊥ ⇒ ∀σ.σ ⊑ D ⇒ JbKσ = t

2 JbKD = ⊥ ⇒ ∀σ.σ ⊑ D ⇒ JbKσ = f

Proof. Let us investigate separately the two cases:

1 According to the semantics of boolean expressions in this caseD(x)(ε) = γ
follows from J¬top(x)=γKD = ⊥. So for all states σ ⊑ D it is true that
σ(x)(ε) = γ. For this reason JbKσ = t for these states.

2 In this case Jtop(x)=γKD = ⊥. It means that D(x)(ε) 6∈ {�, γ}. So
there is another label γ′ 6∈ {γ,�} for which D(x)(ε) = γ′. It follows that
for all σ for which σ ⊑ D it is true that σ(x)(ε) = γ′. For this reason
Jtop(x)=γKσ = f.

Lemma 3. Let us suppose that the program p is of the form c1;...;cn so that
n ≥ 0, and that for all ci it holds that if 〈ci, σi〉 →

∗
ρ σi+1 and 〈ci(m), Di〉 →

∗
µ

Di+1 so that if σi ⊑ Di then σi+1 ⊑ Di+1. In this case if σ1 ⊑ D1 and
〈c1;...;cn, σ1〉 →

∗
ρ σn+1 and 〈(c1;...;cn)(m), D1〉 →

∗
µ Dn+1 then σn+1 ⊑ Dn+1.

Proof. We prove inductively on the number of times the rules MS and RS are
executed:

0 In this case the statement trivially holds.

i We suppose that the statement holds for i − 1 applications of the rules
RS and MS. In this case the program p is of the form c1;...;cn and
we know that σ1 ⊑ D1. Because of the inductive assumption it fol-
lows that if 〈c1;...;cn, σ1〉 →

∗
ρ 〈ci;...;cn, σi〉 and 〈(c1;...;cn)(m), D1〉 →

∗
µ

〈(ci;...;cn)(m), Di〉 then σi ⊑ Di. According to the assumption of the
theorem we know that if furthermore 〈ci, σi〉 →

∗
ρ σi+1 and 〈ci(m), Di〉 →

∗
µ

Di+1 then σi+1 ⊑ Di+1. So after applying the rules the ith time it follows
that 〈ci;...;cn, σi〉 →ρ 〈ci+1;...;cn, σi+1〉 and 〈(ci;...;cn)(m), Di〉 →µ 〈(ci+1;...;cn(m), Di+1〉,
where of course σi+1 ⊑ Di+1 holds.
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Lemma 4. If σ ⊑ D and 〈p, σ〉 →∗
ρ σ′ and 〈p(m), D〉 →∗

µ D′ then σ′ ⊑ D′.

Proof. First we prove the statement on programs of the form while b do pt and
if b then pt else pf inductively on the number of commands of these forms to
be found on any root-leaf path of the abstract syntax tree. In other words, on
the number of if and while constructs embedded into each other.

0 In this case there are no if and while constructs in the program. So the
program is either one assignment, or a sequence of assignments. Let us
treat first the case of one single assignment.

If D ∈ {⊤,⊥, } then we have the following possibilities:

– If D = ⊥ then there is no σ that could satisfy the assumption of the
theorem.

– If D =  then the only real configuration for which σ ⊑ D is true
is  . Accordingly, the rule MCE is applied on the monitor sate, and
RCE on the real state. Our statement follows trivially.

– If D = ⊤ then the real state is either  or a mapping from variables
to values. In any case the theorem holds because for all real config-
urations σ′ it is true that σ′ ⊑ ⊤ and ⊤ is the result of applying the
rule MCE on the monitor state ⊤.

Now we have that D 6∈ {⊤,⊥, }, so D is a mapping from variables to the
set of trees: D ∈ (Var → BΣ,{#,�}). If the program is one assignment,
then our statement follows from Lemma 1.

If the program is a sequence of assignments, then the theorem follows from
Lemma 3 and the proof of the case of a single assignment above.

i Let us first suppose that the program is of the form if b then pt else pf .
We suppose that in the abstract syntax trees of the programs pt and pf
there are maximally i − 1 pieces of if and while constructs embedded
into each other, and that if σ ⊑ D, 〈pt, σ〉 →

∗
ρ σ′ and 〈pt(m), D〉 →∗

µ D′

then σ′ ⊑ D′. We suppose that this statement also holds for the program
pf .

If D = ⊥ the there is no belonging real state σ so our theorem holds.
If D =  then the only belonging σ is  too. The rule MCE is applied
on the monitor semantics, and the rule RCE on the real semantics. Our
statement follows. If D = ⊤ then the rule MCE is applied on the monitor
state. In this case the real state may be  , or a mapping from variables
to trees. So one of the rules RCE, RIT or RIF is applied on the real
semantics. In case of RCE the statement holds trivially. In the other
cases the theorem follows from the inductive assumption, and the fact
that there is no real state σ′′ for which σ′′ ⊑ ⊤ would not hold.

If D ∈ (Var → BΣ,{#,�}) then it is true for the corresponding execution
state σ that σ ∈ (Var → BΣ,{#}). Accordingly, exactly one of the rules
RIT or RIF is applied on σ by the real semantics.

– RIT On the monitor state, the rule MI is executed anyway. Let us
suppose that b = (top(x)=γ). If D(x)(ε) = γ then JbKD = D, which
means that the program pt is executed by the monitor semantics on

8



D. Since the rule RIT is applied on the real state, it is the program
pt which is executed by the real semantics. Based on the inductive
assumption we can say that σ′ ⊑ D1. Since it holds that:

σ′ ⊑ D1 ⊑ (D1 ⊔D2) = D′

we can conclude that σ′ ⊑ D′.

For the meaning of D1 and D2 please refer to the condition parts of
the considered rules. Next, we investigate the case what happens if
D(x)(ε) 6= γ. Here, we distinguish two cases according to the rank
of γ.

γ = # If D(x)(ε) 6= γ then it must be � so that it satisfies our as-
sumption. The real semantics executes pt on σ and the monitor
semantics executes pt on JbKD. Since we know that σ ⊑ D and
Jb = (top(x)=γ)Kσ = t it follows that σ ⊑ Jb = (top(x)=#)KD =
D[x 7→ #]. From the inductive assumption it follows that σ′ ⊑
D1. Now, however, D2 6= ⊥. Anyway we can say that :

σ′ ⊑ D1 ⊑ (D1 ⊔D2) = D′

Accordingly, our claim holds.

γ ∈ Σ If D(x)(ε) 6= γ then it must be �. In this case (JbKD)(x) =
γ(�,�) which is greater or equal to σ(x) because γ is a binary
label and then it follows from Definition 2. Based on the induc-
tive assumption we can say that σ′ ⊑ D1. Again:

σ′ ⊑ D1 ⊑ (D1 ⊔D2) = D′

So our claim follows.

– RIF Again, let us suppose that b = (top(x)=γ). In this case JbKσ = f.
Because σ ⊑ D, JbKD = D. The real semantics executes the program
pf on the state σ and the monitor semantics executes pf on D. Based
on the inductive assumption we can say that σ′ ⊑ D2. Then:

σ′ ⊑ D2 ⊑ (D1 ⊔D2) = D′

So our claim holds.

We now come to the point where the program p is of the form while b do pt.
We distinguish two cases based on whether the rules MWH and MWX are
applied or the rules MWT and MWF.

1) The rules MWH and MWX are not applied, only the rules MWT and
MWF are applied during the execution of the while instance. The
real configuration is 〈while b do pt, σ〉 and the monitor configuration
is 〈while(n) b do pt(n), D〉, so that σ ⊑ D. If JbKD = ⊥ then from
Lemma 2 it follows that JbKσ = f. In this case our statement trivially
follows, only the rule MWF is applied on the monitor state and the
rule RWF on the real execution state.

However, if J¬bKD = ⊥ it means that the rule MWT is applied on
the monitor configuration, and because of Lemma 2 it follows that
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JbKσ = t, so the rule RWT is applied on the real configuration. In
this case the program pt is executed on the real state σ and on the
monitor state D. Based on the inductive assumption we see that on
the resulting states σ′ and D′ it holds that σ′ ⊑ D′. (Please refer to
the rules in order to see what σ′ and D′ mean.) The resulting con-
figurations are 〈while b do pt, σ

′〉 and 〈while(n− 1) b do pt(n), D
′〉

after executing pt. So if along the execution of the while loop a moni-
tor configuration 〈while(n− i) b do pt(n), D〉 is never reached where
i = n or JbKD 6= ⊥ and J¬bKD 6= ⊥ in the same time, then induc-
tively applying the above arguments we can see that at the point
where JbKD = ⊥ holds and the rule MWF is applied on the monitor
configuration, RWF is going to be applied on the real configuration,
and our statement holds.

On the other hand, if a state is reached where either i = n or JbKD 6=
⊥ and J¬bKD 6= ⊥ in the same time, then one of the rules MWH or
MWX is applied, and in this case 2) applies.

2) In this case the monitor rules MWH and MWX are applied on the
monitor configuration.

Let us define a sequence of real states σ0, σ1, ... and a sequence of
monitor states D0, D1, ... so that for each i it holds that 〈pt, σi〉 →

∗
ρ

σi+1 and 〈pt(m), Di〉 →∗
µ D′

i so that Di+1 = Di ⊔ D′
i. We regard

these two sequences as the states at the time the configuration to be
executed is 〈while b do pt, σi〉 and 〈while(n− i) b do pt(n), Di〉.

We know that σ0 ⊑ D0. Let us suppose σi ⊑ Di. In this case because
of the inductive assumption we know that σi+1 ⊑ D′

i ⊑ (D′
i ⊔Di) =

Di+1. Let us suppose that we have reached an i where Di+1 ⊑ Di.
Because Di+1 = Di ⊔D′

i it follows that Di ⊑ Di+1 for each i. So if
Di+1 ⊑ Di, then Di+1 = Di. It means that for each j > i Dj = Di.
So we can just as well finish the computation and apply MWX to
return Di as the result.

Until this point we have proved for all commands c of the programming
language that if 〈c, σ〉 →∗

ρ σ′ and 〈c(m), D〉 →∗
µ D′ then σ′ ⊑ D′. Because of

Lemma 3 it is also true for programs which are sequences of such commands.

Lemma 5. Let us consider the program p = c1;...;cn. If for all commands
ci, it follows from σ ⊑ D and 〈ci,m, (σ,D)〉 →∗

γ (σ′, D′) that σ′ ⊑ D′, then if
σ ⊑ D and 〈c1;...;cn,m, (σ,D)〉 →∗

γ (σ′, D′) then σ′ ⊑ D′.

Proof. We prove inductively on the number of applications of the rule CS, that
if 〈ci;...;cn,m, (σ,D)〉 →γ 〈ci+1;...;cn,m, (σ′, D′)〉 so that σ ⊑ D then σ′ ⊑ D′.
Specifically, if 〈cn;ε,m, (σ,D)〉 →γ 〈ε,m, (σ′, D′)〉 so that σ ⊑ D then σ′ ⊑ D′.

0 The statement trivially holds.

i We have the configuration 〈ci;...;cn,m, (σ,D)〉. From the inductive as-
sumption it follows that σ ⊑ D. From the assumption of the theorem we
know that if 〈ci,m, (σ,D)〉 →∗

γ (σ′, D′) so that σ ⊑ D then σ′ ⊑ D′. We
can now apply the rule CS:

〈ci;...;cn,m, (σ,D)〉 →γ 〈ci+1;...;cn,m, (σ′, D′)〉

10



The statement of the lemma follows.

Lemma 6. If we have 〈p,m, (σ1, D)〉 →∗
γ (σ′

1, D
′
1) and 〈p,m, (σ2, D)〉 →∗

γ

(σ′
1, D

′
2) so that σ1, σ2 ⊑ D then D′

1 = D′
2.

Proof. By looking at the monitored semantics in Figure 9 and the rules of the
generalized constant propagation in Figure 7 one can observe that the moni-
tor state never depends on the real state, and the final monitor state can be
computed independently of the real state. Because of this reason the statement
holds.

Theorem 3. If 〈p,m, (σ,D)〉 →∗
γ (σ′, D′) so that σ ⊑ D, and for all variables

x: σ(x) ∈ BΣ,{#} and D(x) ∈ BΣ,{#,�}then:

a) If σ′ 6=  , then all variables x: σ′(x) ∈ BΣ,{#}, and

b) σ′ ⊑ D′

Proof. The transition rules having names beginning with C are the rules of the
monitored semantics as they are shown in Figure 9.

a) Considering the tree expression semantics, it is easy to see that if there
are no positions in the variables of the execution state σ labeled � then
there aren’t any in JeKσ either, because the semantics does not introduce
them. So any sequence of assignments executed by the rule CA and RA
will not introduce these labels.

b) First, we prove the theorem on programs of the form while b do pt and
if b then pt else pf . If D ∈ { ,⊤} then the rule CCE is applied and
the result follows trivially, because the states are not modified. If this is
not the case then we prove inductively on the number of occurrences of
if and while constructs on any root-leaf path of the the abstract syntax
tree of the program.

0 Let us first investigate the case when the program is a single as-
signment x<-e. If D ∈ { ,⊤} then the rule CCE is applied. If
D =  then σ =  too because of our assumption. Since the appli-
cation of the rule does not modify the states, our result follows. If
D = ⊤ then our result follows from the fact that for any mapping
σ : Var → BΣ,{#} it is true that σ ⊑ ⊤.

If D 6∈ {⊤, } then D is the mapping D : Var → BΣ,{#,�}. In this
case the rule CA is applied and the result follows from Lemma 1.

If the program is a sequence of assignments, the statement follows
from the proof above and Lemma 5.

i We investigate the case of the if and while commands in separate
cases:

if In this case the program is if b then pt else pf where pt and pf
contain i − 1 levels of embedded if and while constructs. Our
inductive assumption is that if σ ⊑ D and 〈pt,m, (σ,D)〉 →∗

γ

(σ′, D′) or 〈pf ,m, (σ,D)〉 →∗
γ (σ′, D′) then σ′ ⊑ D. Here, we

have 3 cases according to the result of JbKD and J¬bKD.

11



· J¬bK = ⊥. In this case the rule CIT is applied. According to
our inductive assumption if 〈pt,m, (σ,D)〉 →∗

γ (σ′, D′) then
σ′ ⊑ D′, based on which and the rule CIT we can conclude
the validity of the theorem.

· JbK = ⊥. In this case the rule CIF is applied. According to
our inductive assumption if 〈pf ,m, (σ,D)〉 →∗

γ (σ′, D′) then
σ′ ⊑ D′, based on which and the rule CIF we can conclude
the validity of the theorem.

· J¬bK 6= ⊥∧ JbK 6= ⊥. In this case the rule CIH is applied, and
our statement follows from Lemma 4.

while If the rule CWF is used, our statement trivially follows, because
this rule does not modify the execution and monitor states.
In order to prove our statement on the rule CWT let us look at
a sequence of applications of it:

〈while b do pt,m, (σ0, D0)〉 →γ

〈while b do pt,m, (σ1, D1)〉 →γ ... →γ

〈while b do pt,m, (σi, Di)〉

Next, we prove inductively that if we have a sequence of ap-
plications of the rule CWT as shown above, then the property
σj ⊑ Dj is an invariant along the transitions. For the initial
configuration σ0 ⊑ D0 holds because of the assumption of the
theorem.
Let us suppose that the property holds after executing the transi-
tion CWT i−1 times. So we have the configuration 〈while b do pt,m, (σi−1, Di−1)〉,
from which we know because of the inductive assumption, that
σi−1 ⊑ Di−1. Based on the assumption on the program pt we
know that if σi−1 ⊑ Di−1 and 〈pt,m, (σi−1, Di−1)〉 →

∗
γ (σi, Di)

then σi ⊑ Di. Accordingly, our statement holds for each i.
In case CWH is applied, the validity of the theorem is guaranteed
by Lemma 4.

Until this point we have proven the theorem on programs which are assignments,
and of the form while b do pt or if b then pt else pf . Then the validity of the
theorem is assured by Lemma 5 for any program.

Lemma 7. Let us consider the program c1;...;cn, where n ≥ 0. If for each i and
Di there exists aDi+1 so that 〈ci(m), Di〉 →

∗
µ Di+1 then 〈(c1;...;cn)(m), D1〉 →

∗
µ

Dn+1.

Proof. If n = 0, then p = ε and the result follows. If n > 0, we prove inductively
on the number of steps the rule MS is applied. About c1 we know that there
exists a D2 so that 〈c1(m), D1〉 →

∗
µ D2. So for this reason we can apply rule MS

on program c1;...;cn. We have 〈(c1;...;cn)(m), D1〉 →µ 〈(c2;...;cn)(m), D2〉.
We suppose that there is aDi−1 so that 〈(c1;...;cn)(m), D1〉 →

∗
µ 〈ci−1;...;cn, Di−1〉.

We know that for each Di−1 there exists a Di so that 〈ci−1(m), Di−1〉 →
∗
µ Di.

Using rule MS, we have: 〈(ci−1;...;cn)(m), Di−1〉 →µ 〈(ci;...;cn)(m), Di〉. So
we have 〈(c1;...;cn)(m), D1〉 →∗

µ 〈(ci;...;cn)(m), Di〉. This reasoning is valid
for any i and specifically for n too, so the theorem is proved.

12



Lemma 8. The preorder of trees has the ascending chain condition.

Proof. In this proof the set Σ2 stands for the binary alphabet elements, and
Σ0 for the nullary ones. Furthermore t/p denotes the subtree of the tree t at
position p.

Let us suppose that t1 ⊑ t2, t1 6= t2 and there is no t3 such that t1 ⊑ t3 ⊑ t2.
In this case there are the following possible differences between t1 and t2:

1 There is one position p for which t1(p) 6= t2(p) but in all other positions q
it is true that t1(q) = t2(q). t1(p) = # and t2(p) = �.

2 There is one position p among those positions q for which t1(q) ∈ Σ2 so
that t1(p) 6= t2(p). For all other q like that it is true that t1(q) = t2(q).
Furthermore, t1/p = α(�,�) for some alphabet element α, and t2/p = �.
(Here, t/p refers to the subtree of t rooted at position p.)

Our statement is that if there is an ascending sequence of trees t0 ⊑ t1 ⊑ ...
then there exists a finite number n so that for each i ≥ n it is true that ti = tn.

Let us collect the information on the number of different node types in a tree
t in a tuple (nb, nu, n�), where the members are the number of binary nodes,
the number of nullary nodes, and the number of nodes labeled � respectively.
nu does not contain nodes labeled �. Because of the properties of a binary tree
we know, that for each tree nb + 1 = nu + n�.

So if there are two trees t1 and t2 for which it is true that t1 ⊑ t2, t1 6= t2,
and there is no t3 such that t1 ⊑ t3 ⊑ t2 then we can say the following about
the tuples belonging to them:

1 nt2
b = nt1

b , nt2
u − 1 = nt1

u and nt2
�

= nt1
�
+ 1. Or

2 nt2
b = nt1

b − 1, nt2
u = nt1

u and nt2
�

= nt1
�
− 1.

The top element of the preorder is the tree t = �, with tuple (0, 0, 1).
Accordingly, if we have a tree t0 with tuple (nt0

b , nt0
u , nt0

�
), it takes at the most

n = nu + nb steps for an ascending chain to arrive at the tree �.

Theorem 4. For all programs p and monitor states D there exists another
monitor state D′ so that 〈p(m), D〉 →∗

µ D′. In other words, the generalized
constant propagation always terminates.

Proof. First we prove the statement on commands of the form while b do pt
and if b then pt else pf inductively on the maximal number of such commands
on any root-leaf path of the abstract syntax tree.

0 In this case the program is either one assignment, or a sequence of assign-
ments.

Let us consider one assignment. If D ∈ {⊤,⊥, } then the rule MCE is ap-
plied on the monitor state andD = D′. If D 6∈ {⊤,⊥, } then the rule MA
is applied. Since the denotation function Jx<-eK : (Var → BΣ,{#,�}) →
(Var → BΣ,{#,�}) ∪ {⊤, } is a complete mapping the assignment always
has a resulting monitor state.

If the program is a sequence of assignments then termination follows from
Lemma 7 and from the above statement.

13



i In this case we suppose that in the programs pt and pf there are max-
imally i − 1 if and while constructs on any root-leaf path of the
abstract syntax tree. We suppose that these programs terminate. In
other words there exists a D′ for any D so that 〈pt(m), D〉 →∗

µ D′ and
〈pf (m), D〉 →∗

µ D′. There are two cases: Either the program is a command
if b then pt else pf or while b do pt. We treat these cases separately.

– if The program to be executed is of the form if b then pt else pf .
If D ∈ {⊤,⊥, } the the rule MCE is applied, and the termination is
trivial, the resulting state is D for which D′ = D.

If D 6∈ {⊤,⊥, } then the rule MI is applied. The denotation function
JbK : (Var → BΣ,{#,�}) → (Var → BΣ,{#,�}) ∪ {⊥} is a complete
mapping, so JbKD and J¬bKD always exist. According to the inductive
assumption, there exist D1 and D2 so that 〈pt(m), JbKD〉 →∗

µ D1 and
〈pf (m), J¬bKD〉 →∗

µ D2. Accordingly, the result D
′ is D1⊔D2, which

always exists too.

– while We consider two cases. In 1) the rules MWT and MWF are
used by the monitor semantics to execute the program, in 2) MWH
and MWX is used to execute the program.

∗ 1) In this case we suppose that in the execution 〈while(n) b do pt(n), D〉 →∗
µ

D′ only the rules MWT and MWF are used. Let us look closer
at this execution, which looks the following:

〈while(n) b do pt(n), D0〉 →µ 〈while(n− 1) b do pt(n)), D1〉 →µ ...
→µ 〈while(n− i) b do pt(n), Di〉

Because of the condition n > 0 in rule MWT, i < n in all con-
figurations. But because the application of MWT increments i,
MWT can be applied at most n − 1 times. By the application
of the rule MWF the execution of the command terminates. If
the condition of the rule MWF cannot be satisfied along the ex-
ecution, then sooner or later the conditions of the rule MWT are
going to be unsatisfiable too, and case 2) will apply.

2) In this case we suppose that one of the rules, MWH or MWX is
applied on the monitor state D. The execution of the while loop
looks the following:

〈while(n) b do pt(n), D0〉 →µ 〈while(n− 1) b do pt(n), D1〉 →µ ...
→µ 〈while(n− i) b do pt(n), Di〉

Because of the condition of rule MWH, it is true for each i in the
above execution that Di ⊑ Di+1. Furthermore, if the condition
(J¬bKD 6= ⊥∧JbKD 6= ⊥)∨n ≤ 0 once holds for a monitor config-
uration D it is always going to hold in the rest of the execution,
so it is not possible for an execution, that once MWH or MWX
has been executed, MWT or MWF is executed afterwards for
the same while instance.
The execution of the while instance terminates once the rule
MWX is applied. This is the case if the condition Di+1 ⊑ Di

holds. But because we know that Di ⊑ Di+1 always holds, in
reality, MWX is applied if Di = Di+1. Lemma 8 assures us that
there exists an i for which this is the case.
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Until now we have proved that our theorem holds for commands of the form
while b do pt and if b then pt else pf , and for assignments. It follows then,
from Lemma 7 that any sequence of combinations also terminates.
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